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Landscapes are bursting
forth with new growth,
making now the perfect
time to assess site
issues and enhancement
opportunities. Moore’s
Glenn Broadfield walks
us through the approach
he and Moore’s account
executives use to help
make sure sites are
performing optimally and
you get maximum value for
your landscape investment.

Issues are the first items to address.
Issues are apparent whenever a landscape element is
not thriving or a safety hazard exists. Microclimates,
unsuitable plant material, and drainage problems
are common sources of site issues.
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Microclimates – Light exposure, wind exposure,
and temperature fluctuations create widely
varying microclimates within a property. Plants
that thrive on the sunny side of a building will fail
to bloom on the shady side. Microclimates also
vary by elevation, meaning the 40th floor will
have quite different light and wind exposures and
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temperatures compared to the ground floor. Plantings that thrive in a
building’s entry may not survive on the roof deck.
Unsuitable plant material can develop into safety hazards and
requires excessive synthetic chemical usage and intensive maintenance
practices. Overgrown shrubs that block sight lines, low-hanging tree
branches that block pedestrian access, and plants that drop messy,
slippery debris onto sidewalks are examples of plant issues that need
prompt attention.
Drainage problems make the property less useable and lessen the
lifespan of plant material, pavements, and structures. Resolving issues
such as low areas, improper grading, and blocked drains enhances the
longevity of the landscape.

Light exposure, wind exposure,
and temperature fluctuations
create widely varying
microclimates within a property.

Opportunities to add value.
Along with addressing site issues, we also look
for opportunities to enhance areas that are
underperforming or are nearing the end of their life
cycle.

The FACES toolkit is structured to guide a thorough
review of how your landscape performs (and can be
improved) in each of these ways:

The FACES toolkit provides a framework for
enhancement evaluation.
The options to improve your property can be
overwhelming. To help inspire, Moore uses the
FACES toolkit to thoroughly assess each property
and help prioritize enhancements.

A site that functions well is clearly navigable for both
frequent and occasional visitors. Site circulation is
safe, efficient, interesting, engaging, and free of
barriers and dangerous intersection points.

Function considers the usability needs of site visitors.

Aesthetics focuses on maintaining and improving

site beauty. A landscape that is aesthetically pleasing
and visually exciting will help attract guests, visitors,
patients, customers, and employees to enter your
building, engage with your property, and spend time
in your landscape.

Cost considers how your landscape is performing

compared to the allocated budget and determines
what improvements will help achieve your financial
and landscape goals.

Environment checklists guide smart landscape

investments that create enduring value, conserve
resources, and achieve sustainability goals.

Safety means ensuring a safe experience for all

property users. A safety evaluation assesses potential
hazards, maintenance practices, and ADA and
regulatory compliance.
Solving drainage issues creatively can result in
beautiful site amenities.
Moore Landscapes
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In addition to the FACES toolkit, Glenn offers the
following 4 tips and insights to keep in mind when
considering enhancements.
1. When landscapes lose vitality, it’s time for
a refresh.
The lifespan of a suburban commercial
landscape is typically 15-20 years. Because
urban conditions are much harsher for plant
material, urban landscapes have a 5-7 year
lifespan. When plant material has lost its vigor or
is overly-mature it’s time to plan for renovation
and upgrades.
2. Staying current with design and cultural
trends helps properties be competitive.
It’s important to recognize that landscaping
trends evolve, similar to trends we experience
in interior design, fashion, and culture. Buildings
with dated landscapes that lack in-demand
amenities will lose out.
In the 1980s and 1990s, a primary landscape
trend was mulched beds with crisp edges and
a clean, purposeful vibe. The sustainability
Sites that stay current with design, cultural, and sustainability
movement in the early 2000s ushered in the
trends, gain a competitive edge.
current less-manicured trend that uses more
native plant material and grasses. Along with
native plants, very full, lush beds are a significant current trend.
Sustainability is more than just a current trend, it’s truly a good thing for pollinators, people, and the
environment. Plus, native landscapes typically do not require gas-powered pruning tools during the peak
ozone days in July and August.
3. Adapting to trends requires operational adjustments as well.
Landscapes with expanses of mowed turf, pruned shrubs, and seasonal annuals require a maintenance
program throughout the growing season, with the peak activity in the summer. In contrast, sites with
native plantings typically require a heavy workload at the beginning and end of the growing season
when all the planting beds are serviced at the same time. While your overall maintenance budget may be
similar, the distribution of services across the season will be quite different.
4. Site evaluation will develop an accurate budget for long term improvements.
A thorough site assessment may identify issues and opportunities that exceed the current year’s
landscape budget. By using a comprehensive approach that’s inclusive of all the landscape needs, we can
work collaboratively to determine how to phase the improvements over multiple years.
Bonus tip: Get outdoors and enjoy the beautiful warm weather!
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Juan Carlos Espino Ortiz Promoted to Service Leader
Moore Landscapes is delighted to announce the promotion of Juan Carlos
Espino Ortiz to Service Leader for Moore’s Suburban Commercial Maintenance
business.
In this key operations position, Juan Carlos oversees multiple landscape
maintenance crews; coordinates materials, equipment and subcontractors;
and manages hours and production. He is responsible for all aspects of
crew management including hiring, training and development, safety, and
scheduling. He works closely with Account Executives to ensure timely, highquality service delivery.
Juan Carlos Espino Ortiz
Promoted to
Service Leader

“Juan Carlos has a unique skill set that makes him well qualified for the
Service Leader position,” says Matt Hentschel, General Manager of Suburban
Commercial Maintenance. “Juan Carlos is a natural leader and has the
potential to be a fantastic trainer to the field staff. His experience in the field,
professionalism, and pragmatic approach is a perfect fit with Moore’s commitment to offering the best
service in the green industry.”
Juan Carlos has 14 years of landscape industry experience including maintenance, enhancements,
installation, and season color programs. He has worked with Moore Landscapes for nine years, most
recently serving as Maintenance Foreman.
When he’s not at work, Juan Carlos enjoys spending time with his wife and 6-year-old daughter and
indulging his passion for gardening and grilling.
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